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Analysis of the ZnTe:Cu Contact on CdS/CdTe Solar Cells

T.A. Gessert, M.J. Romero, R.G. Dhere, and S.E. Asher
National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), Golden, CO 80401, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

We report on the recent use of cathodoluminescence (CL) to probe the depth-dependent changes in radiative recombination that occur in CdTe devices during ZnTe:Cu contacting procedures. These types of CL measurements may be useful to assist in linking impurity diffusion (e.g., Cu) from the contact with depth-dependent variation in electrical activation within the CdTe layer. Variable-energy CL suggests that diffusion from the ZnTe:Cu contact interface may assist in reducing effects of shallow donors in the CdTe bulk, and yield higher acceptor levels in the region near the contact. CL analysis near abrupt metal discontinuities provides estimates of diffusion lengths for carriers associated with both excitonic and donor-to-acceptor pair recombination. Finally, CL measurements at increasing excitation levels (i.e., increasing electron-beam current) provides estimates of the defect state density, as well as providing evidence that discrete multiple defect bands may exist in CdTe prior to contacting.

INTRODUCTION

The demonstration of a manufacturable, stable, low-resistance, ohmic contact for p-CdTe polycrystalline photovoltaic devices remains an important goal of the CdTe research community. Devices with fill factors approaching 77% have been demonstrated by incorporating a Cu-doped ZnTe contact interface layer between the CdTe absorber and a Ti metallization [1]. This contacting process uses vacuum processing, including ion-beam milling instead of wet-chemical etching, to fabricate the contact. In addition to potential manufacturing advantages, the high degree of control afforded by the vacuum processes used for this contact can enable systematic variation of critical aspects of the contact design. These types of studies suggest that the contacting processes used in typical CdS/CdTe have a much greater role in device performance than simply providing a low-resistance pathway for current transport. Previous work has shown that various impurities enter the CdTe absorber layer during both the CdCl₂ and the contacting processes. Of these impurities, Cu is believed to be a very important component of ultimate device performance, and significant effort has been directed toward understanding effects of Cu in the device following various process steps and/or accelerated life testing procedures [2,3,4].

Understanding how contact processes lead to particular depth-dependent Cu concentrations is critical to designing processes that produce reproducible device performance. However, understanding how this baseline device operation is achieved, and identifying methods to significantly improve performance requires that the depth-dependence of the electrical activation of Cu in the CdS/CdTe device also be understood. Appropriate techniques in this type of study would not only correlate Cu concentration with electrical properties, but provide insight into the particular defect(s) that produce these properties. Because the formation of Cu-related defects would be expected to affect recombination processes, our recent efforts toward analyzing the depth-dependence of Cu activation have involved examination of the depth-dependent radiative recombination using CL. This analysis indicates that significant modification of the radiative recombination spectra occurs during contacting and suggests that understanding both the
diffusion profiles and depth-dependant recombination may yield insight into device evolution and stability.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

CdS/CdTe materials used in this investigation were produced by both First Solar and NREL. The CdS and CdTe layers of the First Solar material were deposited by close-spaced sublimation (CSS) at ~580°C onto 5-mm-thick soda-lime glass to nominal thicknesses of ~300 nm and ~4.5 µm, respectively. This was followed by a wet CdCl₂ treatment at First Solar. Previous development of the NREL ZnTe:Cu/Ti contact on this type material has produced devices with open-circuit voltage (Vₜₜ) of ~820 mV, fill factors of 77%, and device efficiency of ~10%-11% (performance of these devices is limited primarily by low current density due to thick CdS) [1]. The NREL CdS/CdTe device material used 1-mm-thick 7059 glass substrates, a 450-nm SnO₂:F/SnO₂ bilayer formed by chemical-vapor deposition (CVD) of tetramethyltin and oxygen, ~100-nm-thick CdS formed by chemical-bath deposition, an 8-µm-thick CdTe layer formed by CSS, and a vapor CdCl₂ treatment [5]. Representative efficiencies for these particular NREL devices (processed with a Cu-doped graphite-paste contact) were 11%-12%.

The ZnTe:Cu/Ti back contact was produced using a sequential process involving 2-h temperature equilibration at ~350°C, ion-beam milling the CdTe surface to a depth of ~100 nm, r.f.-sputter deposition of ~0.5 µm of ZnTe:Cu (~6 at.% Cu), and 0.5 µm of d.c.-sputter-deposited Ti (as the sample cooled from ~300° to 100°C).

CL measurements were performed in a JEOL 5800 scanning electron microscope at various electron-beam energies and beam currents. CL spectra were acquired with a Princeton LN/CCD-1340/400 cryogenic charge-coupled device. Wavelength-dispersive images were reconstructed from the CL spectra by synchronizing spectra acquisition with the electron-beam positioning system. Secondary-ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) was performed from the contacted side of the devices using a Cameca IMS-5F instrument tuned for a mass resolution (M/ΔM) of ~4000 to allow for separation of Cu from the Te and S species.

DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows representative SIMS analysis of the NREL ZnTe:Cu/Ti contact, as well as comparisons with contacts produced on the same CdS/CdTe material using Cu-doped graphite-paste produced by NREL and the University of South Florida (USF). These quantified depth profiles show that the various contacting processes produce similar Cu concentration profiles. The figure also shows that a significant amount of the Cu enters the CdTe layer during the CdCl₂ treatment. It is also noteworthy that the ZnTe:Cu contact produces a lower concentration Cu in the CdS layer, even though it experiences a higher processing...
temperature than the paste contacts (~350°C vs. ~200°C). Potential effects of these differences on device performance and/or stability have not been correlated. However, because both the performance and Cu concentration profiles of these devices are similar, it seems likely that improved understanding of the role of Cu in any of these contact may provide significant insight into the function of other typical contacts.

Figure 2 shows the configuration used for CL analysis. One of the methods available to analyze the near-contact region is to vary the energy of the electron beam. As indicated in Table 1, this method can be used to probe radiative recombination from ~0.1 to ~3 µm from the contacted surface. In the example shown in Fig. 3, the beam is incident through either a ~50 nm or ~200 nm ZnTe:Cu contact interface that has been deposited onto a CdS/CdTe device following ion-beam milling. The CL spectra show two primary luminescence peaks: a high-energy peak at ~1.5-1.6 eV, and a broader peak centered at ~1.4 eV. The higher-energy peak is ascribed to excitonic and shallow-donor transitions, whereas the broad peak at ~1.4 eV is believed to be related to donor-to-acceptor (DAP) transitions and related phonon replicas. The acceptor states of the DAP transitions are believed to correspond to cadmium vacancy (V_{Cd}) complexes, such as the A center [6,7]. Analysis of the exciton transition in Fig. 3 shows that it is attenuated by the presence of the ZnTe:Cu layer. Deeper penetration through the thinner ZnTe:Cu layers (i.e., 20-keV beam, 50-nm ZnTe:Cu) produces a more intense CL signal and a substantial shift in the exciton peak. It has been suggested that the shift may be due to the probed CdTe region containing more shallow donor states than the region nearer the contact interface. If this is true, it may suggest that the uncontacted CdTe is less p-type than often assumed, and that sufficient Cu diffusion from the contact is required to effect not only higher acceptor level near the contact, but also produce CdTe bulk material with higher acceptor levels [3]. In contrast to the exciton peak, the position of the DAP emission remains relatively unchanged by increasing ZnTe:Cu thickness and its intensity increases with increasing penetration depth. Similar CL analysis at low energy (10 keV) suggests that the Cu diffusion from the ZnTe:Cu (as observed by SIMS analysis above

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E₀ (keV)</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>30</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rₑ (µm)</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>2.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*DAP Density (cm⁻³)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2x10¹⁵</th>
<th>2x10¹²</th>
<th>3x10¹³</th>
<th>8x10¹³</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DAP Density (cm⁻³)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6x10¹⁰</td>
<td>5x10¹¹</td>
<td>8x10¹²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Before ZnTe:Cu contact*

Figure 2. Schematic diagram illustrating the analysis configuration used for CL analysis.

Figure 3. Variable-energy CL spectra (10 eV or 20 eV) of CdTe back surface following ZnTe:Cu/Ti deposition (500 Å or 2000 Å) with Ti layer removed. Temperature =77 K.
produces emission consistent with the formation of CuCd defects [8] whereas higher energy analysis (30 keV) shows that the DAP complex remains active deeper in the CdTe [9]. These DAP results also suggest that electrical activation of Cu, and thus the electrical properties of the CdTe, change significantly as a function of distance from the ZnTe:Cu/CdTe interface.

Another CL analysis technique useful for contact studies is based on the fact that, although an electron beam can penetrate a thin metal pad, this same metallization will reflect optical luminescence generated directly beneath it. However, if the lifetime of the minority carriers is sufficient long, some recombination may occur outside of the metal pad, and a CL signal can be detected. Figure 2 indicates the configuration used for this type of analysis. In this figure, as the electron beam is scanned from right to left, the beam will encounter the edge of the metal pad. Once this occurs, only the radiative recombination of carriers with diffusion length longer than the distance to the metal edge (x) will be observed. Analysis of the CL intensity as a function of x can provide separate estimates of the diffusion length for exciton and DAP-related diffusion (Lx and LDAP, respectively) [7]. Successful application of this technique requires that an abrupt metal edge can be formed, and that any surface layers (i.e., contact interface layers) remaining outside of the metallization are transparent to the luminescence.

Because the bandgap of the ZnTe:Cu layer is ~2.25 eV, and because photolithographic techniques and selective etches are used to pattern the contacts, we plan to use this technique to probe this contact. In contrast, the Cu-doped paste contact used for NREL “baseline devices” incorporates a chemical etch (nitric acid + phosphoric acid) to form a thick Te layer prior to Cu-doped paste application. In this case, the Te layer is optically dense to the luminescence, and thus, a CL signal cannot be acquired. Nevertheless, the technique has been used to provide baseline information on the NREL CdTe device material prior to contacting. In this case (data shown in Fig. 4), a 2x2 pattern of 500-µm x 500-µm pads was formed using a 25-50-nm thick Al layer deposited through a shadow mask at room temperature. Although we have not yet explored if possible Al diffusion affects the analysis, (because of the low-temperature of the deposition process) we assume diffusion is minimal and the Al pad functions only as a CL reflector.

Figure 4 shows that the exciton peak of the CL spectrum attenuates quickly as the beam proceeds into the metallization. In contrast, the relative contribution of the 1.4-eV peak decreases much more slowly. Taken together, these results suggest a

![Figure 4](image-url)
longer diffusion length for carriers that recombine through the DAP-related emission relative to diffusion length of carriers recombine via excitons. Indeed, straight-line fits of the appropriate portion of these data in Fig. 4 indicated $L_X$ and $L_{DAP}$ of 1.5 µm and 5.5 µm, respectively [7].

Another method used to explore recombination processes near the contact region is to monitor the CL spectra as a function of electron-beam current (i.e., excitation intensity). As the number of beam-generated carriers increases, the relative intensities of the exciton and DAP evolve. Although the number of excitonic states available is unlimited, the DAP-related recombination is limited by the availability of these defects. Saturation of the DAP transition occurs when the density of carriers generated by the electron beam is comparable to the density of defect complexes involved in a particular transition [10].

Figure 5a shows CL emission spectra of a CdCl$_2$-treated CdTe film prior to contacting for four selected beam intensities (as defined relative to the S1 and S2 markers in Fig. 5b). These spectra have been normalized to illustrate how the DAP emission shifts to higher energies as the excitation level increases. An alternative method to illustrate this effect is shown by comparing Figs. 5b and 5c. Figure 5b shows the same analysis as in Fig. 5a, but with the luminescent intensity mapped against the log of the beam current. Figure 5c shows a sample that is nominally identical to that used in Figs. 5a and 5b, but after contacting with a 0.5-µm-thick ZnTe:Cu layer. Figure 5c reveals that the DAP shift to higher energy is not observed in the contacted sample. Estimates of the DAP state density from these CL spectra (combined with diffusion length on these samples performed similar to Fig. 4) are provided in Table 1 [7,11].

The spectral shift in the DAP luminescence shown in Figs. 5a and 5b may be a manifestation of the existence of distinct bands of defect levels in the CdTe film prior to contacting. A schematic illustration of this possibility is shown in Fig. 6. (It is also noted that the existence of multiple discrete bands is not observed for similar analysis performed on polycrystalline CIGS [10]). Because this shift is not observed for the ZnTe:Cu contacted sample, we considered that it may
be possible to probe depth-dependent Cu activation by using CL at high beam current along CdTe cross-sections. Unfortunately, as has been observed in other surface analysis techniques, CdTe samples are highly resistive unless Cu has been allowed to diffuse into the sample. Therefore, non-contacted CdTe samples experience significant charging at high beam currents, and this leads to significant problems in CL analysis.

CONCLUSIONS
Expanding our level of understanding of contact processes on the CdS/CdTe device will require measurements that probe the extent of electrical activation of Cu in the various regions of CdTe. We have begun to use CL to assess the depth-dependant radiative recombination in the region near the back contact. These analyses have indicated that recombination processes differ significantly with depth into the CdTe. Variable-energy spectroscopic CL analysis provided baseline information related to how various steps of the contact process affect the radiative recombination as a function of depth. Variations on these techniques have also provided insight into the minority-carrier lifetime associated with particular recombination mechanisms. Finally, by varying the electron-beam current (i.e., excitation level), the density of DAP defect levels was estimated, and the possibility of multiple discrete bands of defect levels established.
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